
Asade Water Bikes 

Sports and entertainment combined...

Your new habitat at sea...



WHAT TO DO?

3m Asade Water Bike (Single)

It offers excellent driving pleasure balanced with a width of 1.7 meters and a length 

of 3 meters. 

You can take long-distance rides by pedaling at a low pace with Asade Water Bike.

You can go up to 15km per hour and compete with your friends with fast-paced 

driving.

If you use a water bicycle to keep yourself fit and lose weight, the cold  surface of 

the water will make you sweat less and allow you to exercise for a longer period of 

time. You will also have fun doing sports.

It offers a more comfortable use on the water surface with a low noise rate since 

the sea bicycle does not have an engine. You will relieve your stress thanks to the 

sound of water.

BM3200E

3,1M LENGTH

1.7m WIDTH

30KG WEIGHT

135 KG

CARRYING 

CAPACITY



WHAT TO DO?

4m Asade Water Bikes (for 2 people)

It offers excellent balance on water with a width of 1.7 meters and a length of 4 

meters.

With Asade Water  Bikes, 2 people can easily stroll around without getting tired and 

use it alternately.

Thanks to its front platform, you can do sports , yoga and similar activities on water.

Thanks to its wide usage area, you can fish and reach where you need to go without 

spooking the fish.

You can anchor and swim anywhere you want.

BM3800E

3.8M LENGTH

1.7m WIDTH

40KG 

WEIGHT

180KG

CARRYING

CAPACITY



WHAT TO DO?

4m Asade Water Bikes Sunbed Apparatus.

It provides excellent balance with a width of 1.7 meters and a length of 4 meters 

and offers unique pleasant moments thanks to its sunbed apparatus.

The sunbed platform is 1.3 meters wide.  It allows sitting and sunbathing with 30 

and 45 degree back adjustment mode.

Thanks to its coffee table, you can enjoy your appetizers on the sea.

BM3800ES

3.8M LENGTH

1.7m WIDTH

40KG 

WEIGHT

180KG

CARRYING

CAPACITY

30  45 

DEGREES 

ADJUSTABLE
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LOUNGERS



WHY ASADE WATER BICYCLE ?

SECURITY

Safety is kept at the highest level in Asade Water Bikes. 

* * Stitched fabric, which is also found in our Balloons and Zodiak boots, was used. 

* *Each balloon is divided into 2 air chambers. In adverse cases,  you may proceed with 

the other  

side.
The life vest 

comes with 

the product.

* *The product is completely analyzed and designed in accordance with difficult 

conditions.   

Engineering calculations were made at each stage.Each piece was 

were analyzed.

* * It offers a balanced ride thanks to its catamaran structure and dimensions.

* *Driving is very enjoyable on our bikes. 

The propeller system rotates with a minimum force of 300gr to the pedal.   In the system 

all your energy is transmitted to the impeller as the torque   loss is very low. 

* * In the gear system, you can use it at any speed with a ratio of 7.5/1. You can go up to 15 

km/h (6 mph)   

if you drive at speeds.

* * You can reversing. You brake by turning the pedal upside down.

** It offers excellent maneuverability as the propeller system also rotates when turning 

. 

DRIVING AND COMFORT

Product

strength

analysis

has been done



WHY ASADE WATER BICYCLE ?

INSTALLATION and DISASSEMBLY

Asade Water Bikes are installed with 4+4 butterfly screws in total. 

* *Product installation shall not exceed 15 minutes including balloon inflation. 

Dismantling is 5  minutes.

* * There is a propeller protection system in the system. In case of hitting an obstacle 

the propeller falls into vain and rises upwards.

The pump 

required during 

installation comes 

with the product.

It comes with

the product with

wrench set

.

It is described in detail in the installation 

booklet.

* * There are 3 models of the product. Single bicycle is 30kg.  Double bikes are 40kg 

and the model with a sunlog is 45kg. Thanks to its lightweight structure, it can be 

easily carried. 

* * It does not take up space with the foldable propeller system. 

* * Your bike can easily fit in the trunk of your car if the balloons blow down  

.

* *The product comes with a special parcel. For long term storage, you can use this 

parcel 

.

CARRYING and TRANSPORTING 



GENERAL FEATURES?.

EXCELLENT AND BALANCED DRIVING PLEASURE

SUPERIOR TURNING CAPABILITY AND LIGHT STEERING  SYSTEM.

HIGH-LEVEL SAFETY

ZODIAK FABRIC BALLOONS

HIGH SPEED LOW TORQUE

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION DOMESTIC DESIGN

ROBUST AND LIGHTWEIGHT  BODY STRUCTURE

QUICK INSTALLATION AND DISASSEMBLY

POSSIBILITY OF CARRYING IN THE TRUNK OF THE VEHICLE

SINGLE AND DOUBLE OPTIONS

GLAMOROUS DESIGN.

SUN RESISTANT AND STAINLESS MATERIALS

LOW DRIVING NOISE

WARRANTY AND SERVICE



ASADE SU SPOR ARAÇLARI SANAYİİ TİC LTD ŞTİ.

Aydınlı Mah . Yan  Yol  sokak. No: 2/23 Tuzla/İstanbul

Tel: 0216 593 44 49    info@asade.com.tr –

satis@asade.com.tr

Our beautiful world are surrounded by seas, have magnificent bays and 
excellent  shores. We have designed a great bicycle that you will like to explore 
our magnificent  beauties, to do sports and have fun while exploring.

I am honored to present you this product, which has completed all 
engineering and R&D activities. I would like to express my gratitude for 
choosing our product.

ASADE WATER BICYCLES


